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Effectiveness of electrostatic shielding and electronic subtraction to 
correct for the hole trapping in CdZnTe semieonductor detectors 

C&%Te (CZT) is a very fnomising material for nwlea-rdiahon detectors. CZT detectors operahe ;nl: ambient 
tempemma md offer high detection efficiency and excellent energy resolution, placing them ahead of hi&qEBSiq Ge 
for those applications where q o g e ~ i c  cooling is problematic. The progress achieved in GZT detectors over the past 
dewbe is found& on the dmebpments of robust detector designs a d  aeadoant electronics, both of which helped to 
overcome the effects of carrier trapping. 

Becaw the holes haw low mbllity, only electrons ern be US& to generate sigads Ln thick CZT detectors, so one 
must account for the variation of the otBfput signal vems the Socatiorcns of Me inOer8ction paints. To o M n  high spectra3 
resolution, the detector's design should provide a means to eliminate this dependence ~rou&out tlhe entire valrrme of 
the device. In reafity, the sensitive volume of any ionizt&ion detector invariabEy has two regions. Ixt the first, adjacent to 
the colltxting electrode, the amplitude of the output signd rapidly increases almost to its maximum as the interaction 
pint is located farther &om the anode; in the rest of the volume, the outgut signaf remains nearty wnstant. Thus, the 
qerdity of CZT detector designs can be characterizedl based on the magnitude of the signals vsrria~ons in the drift region 
and the ratio between the volumes of the driR and induction regions. The f m e r  determines llhe "gmmztrid" width of 
the photopeak i.e., the line width that affects the total energy resolution and is atbibrated to the device's geometry when 
dl other f&m are neglwted. The tatter determiares the pho%op& effi~iency and the area under the cantinuurn in the 
pulse-height spectra. 

In this work, we describe our findings from systematizing different designs of CZT detectors and evaluating their 
perfomrance based an these two criteria. 

Keywords: GcdZnTe, gamma ray detectors, weighting potential 

CdZnTe (CZT) has great potentiaj as a detecaion medium for nuclear-radiation detectors, because it operates at 
ambient temperatures, provides high detection eficiency and excellent energy resolution, and cm be processed by using 
robust semiconductor technologies. fn many practical applications, these advantages place CZT material alead of high- 
purity Ge (HPGe) even though its intrinsic energy resofution is slightly worse. Xn contrast to HPGe which requires 
cryogenic coaling, CZT detectors ape finding their niches in pmcticalfy all axeas where x-and gamma radiation must be 
detected, such as astronomy, medical- md industrid- imaging national security, and pe~sord dosimeters f 11. 

In tk past decak  new detector designs and readout electronics developed for CCZT detectors have aff'orded tbe 
mearms ts overcome the effects of uncolhted holes and electron trapping, and farther improvements in CZT crystal 
f p a h  have yielded high-homogenei? material with small conceatrations of defects, md wnsquendy, high mobility- 
Eifdime products [2-51, 



Because of the low mobility of tfie holes, oniy eIectrons cm be used to generate signafs in thick. CZT detectors. For 
detectors that mly on collection of both electrons and holes, the amplitude ofthe wtput sEgnd rfepencfs on the tocation of 
the interaction poink which adversely affeds the energy resolution. ?'his pr0b8enI is common to most wide band-gap 
semiconductor detection materiais and cm be overcome by using special detector designs. Howwee, the influence of the 
holes m n o t  be eliminated completely for the entire sensitive volume of the device. 'tn practice, the device's sensitive 
volume inv&&ly has mro regions associated with fast and sijow variations of Gle outptt signals. To characterize the 
quality ~f the eEec&on-transport-only deesigas of CZT detectorsz we used tbe terminology originally applied to classic 
gas-ionization chambers f61. A66ordingiY, the region adjacent to the colle~eing electrode (mode) b called the induction 
region, in ~ h k b  the mpHi&de of tke output si@ rapidly increases &on? zero to near maximum as the location of the 
interaction posit moves fa45er EPom the mode; and the rest of the volume is the so-died drifi region, in which the 
output sipd %mains nearly constant. An imaginai-y surface dividing these two regions can be defined a eEle points at 
which the output signal decreases by a certdbin per~epttage of its rna~rhii. Therefore, two criteria chmar:teaize ktte quality 
of the CZT detector's design: 1) 3x6: mai&ni.fprde of the vwi&ions sf the outpa sigarals in the &P, region; m$2) the ratio 
between the volumes of the drift and induction regions. The former detemines the "geornetric;il" width of the 
photopea i.e., the line width that determines the total energy resolution and is attributed to the device's geometry aitw 
neglecting all other fwtors. The latter determines the photopeak efficiency and the area under the continuum in the 
pulse-height s p e c a  

Two more bctors con&%ute to the energy resolution of the CZT detectors: electronic noise, and r7uc~3ations of the 
collected chmge resulting from nom-wtifom dis~bution of the electro~! traps. Two examples of the latter are the local 
variations of the mobi'aiw-Iife~me products, and microscopic defects with a high :honmn&ation of traps, such as Te 
hclwions. 

The god of this work is to systematize the CZT designs and evaluate their perfomatace based on these criteria. 

2. TWO BASIC APPROACHES $0 CZT DETECTOR DESIGNS 

CZT detectors are typicdly single-carrier devices for which only fast-moving electrons cm be collected to 
determine the total number of electron-hole pairs produced by incident gmma-rltys or other ionizing particles. As 
discussed in the introduction, their main drawback is that the ampiitude ofthe output sign& is affected by the uncollected 
holes and, as a result, the stgnai depends on the locations of interaction points inside the detector. Such dependence is 
termed the induction effect m d  exists in man), ionization detectors, e.g., gas-ionization chambers. This effect hinders the 
spectral resolution of sin@e-carrier detectors unless special designs are employed to eliminate, or at least minimize, it. 

Despite a large variety of designs for CZT detectors, they ail rely only on two approaches to eliminating the effect of 
the holes. This follows from the general equation for tke amplitude of She output signal A,, in the ioniation detectors, 
which can be written 

where QcoI is the total collected charge, md QM is the total charge induced. on phis electrode by the uncollected carriers. 
Here, we assume that the decay time of the readout preamplifier is much longer than Ihe carriers" drift time. A, is 
measured in units of collected charge. Eq. 1 is founded on very basic considerations; the tern Q,,! reflects the factthat 
for every charge actually reaching the electrode, an identical image charge appears on the electrode, while the term Qfnd 
represents the image charge induced by all the uncollected charges. Also, the equation can be accurately derived Erom the 
Shockley-Ramo theorem [7,8]. Let us assume that Ab electron-hole pairs initially are generated at a point "a'" for which 
the weighting potential is q?o. By the time that the electrons reach the contacts or become trapped! the total induced 
signal on the collecting electrode wilt be given by 

where cpde anand (o: are the weighting potentials at the locsfions where the electrons and holes became trapped, and N, 
md ,'Vh me the total numbers of trapped holes md electrons. The difference X0 - N ,  gives the total number of 
collected electrons for wbich the weighting potentials equal i .  Eq. 2 does not include the holes and electrons collected by 



other electrodes since their weighting potentials are 0. The terns I"J,po are cancelled, and the only terns left are the 

total coileckd charge Q,,I and the total charge induced by the trapped hokes and electrons Qrfld (holes bave the opposite 
charge), Ex., Eq. 2 becomes Eq. I .  

Thus, the primw god of my detector design is to eliminate (or minimize) the second t e q  #IJnd in Sq. 1. (In some 
cases, Q,r can also depend (vtleakfy) m the location of the interaction points &tie to electron trapping, md, as a resalt: 
botb dependences can compensate each other.) Thm are two ways to do this: 1) Elec&oatic&fy shield a collecting 
electrode from at: effect ofthe holes; md, 2) elemonicdly subba~t the charge signals kdla~ed by the hole. In practice, it 
is impossible be slrieid (ox sub&act) the egect of the uncollected holes completely ~bmughout the entire active volur~ae of 
the device. Again using the tem~inology applied to classic FI-i~cfk-~d gas-ionkation charnbexrs, the residual effect of the 
uncolEected holes in CZT detectors can be described as the ii?e;fjcancy of the design to shield ikons cr subtract the effect 
of the holes. 

This inefficiency is desig to shield from or subQ;PCt QIPd directly contrib~ltes to Lhe geometnical width of the 
photopet& md cm be measured as a percentage: of the photopeak's width relative to its position, As discussed earlier, 
Jmmf inevitably the active volume of a single-charge canier ionization detector has tso regions: the drift regioa, in 
which the device's response weakly depends an the location of the interaction poicts; md, the induction region? in which 
the amplitude of the output Si~fnal chmges f%om mixximum d u e  to zero. In the special case of classic F~isch-grid 
ioakation chambers f9], h e  mpliatde of the output signais changes as a linear function of one of the coordinates (e.g., 
z-coordinate) in both regions. Thm; the shielding ineffaciency in the detector's design (Frisch-grid) is defined as a 
percentage of the to&$ drop of the sign& over the drift region. Assuming &at the interaction pints are areraniEormIy 
distribu&d hside the deIrectos's volume, ehe relative geometrical width of the photope& will exacey equal shielding 
ineSciency. 

fn general, the dependence of the output signal in CZT detectors is more complex, but always can be approximated 
wit% two tinear fbnctions, while the division between the induction and &$it regions can be defied as the point in the Z- 
direction at which the output signal decreases by a certain percentage of its maxima, Another important factor is the Boss 
in colfected charge due to continuous ekclrort trapping by point defects. Electron trapping reduces the amplitude of the 
output signal proportionally to the drift distance, which compensates fir the effect of the ineGcienq of 
shie8dmgfsubtracting. Thus the actual variation in the output signals in the drift region results from the interplay bemeen 
the ineaciency of shietding/sub-ction and the electron trapping, both of which depend upon the device's geometry. In 
a good design, the variations of the output signals in the drift region are small, and the volume of this region is much 
greater than that of the induction region. We note that in several designs the variation of tfi2 output signals in tire drift 
region can be corrected, while the events interacting in the induction region can be rejected by measuring the coordinates 
of the interaction points. 

The s h i e l d i n ~ s u b ~ i o n  inesciency of a design imposes an intrinsic firnit on the best-achievable energy 
resolution. The total energy resolution of the ionization detector is set by a combination of t h e  factors: electronic noise, 
geometrical width, and fiuctuations of the collected charge due to the non-uniform distribution of the electron traps. Two 
examples of such non-uniform distribution are the local variations in the electron mobility-lifetime product, and 
microscopic defects, such as Te inclusions, with a high concentration of localized traps. Again. the latter fluctuations can 
be corrected by using the coordinate infomation of the interaction points and by calibrating the device before its use. 
However, the fluctuations due t~ microsmpic defects, like Te inclusions, cannot be corrected. 

The side surfaces have an irnporkimt role in CZT detectors. The drift line can be terminated on the side surfaces 
before teaching the collecting electrodes, resulting in the signal loss for the events interacting near the device edges. To 
avoid this effect the electrostdic potential on the surfaces should decrease slower than &at inside the bulk. This will 
ensure that the field lines will be focused towards the collecting electrodes. 

And finally, the efficiency of designs always depends on the boundary conditions (other conducting electrodes 
placed near the side surfaces and the collecting electrodes). The shielding/subtraction inefficiency of the detector can be 
improved by placing contacting or non-contacting shielding electrodes an the device side surfaces. It should be 
mentioned that the non-contacting electrode cannot charage the electric fieid dis~bution inside the device but can modify 
the surface conductivity like that for a field-effect trmsistor. 



Miroshnichdo ed 61. [10] proposed using electronic subtraction of the induced charge for multi-elemode detectors, 
wherein the induced charge is determined by anezsu~ng the induced signais fion~ one or several electrodes near the 
collected one, The: elemodes can be composed of pixels or strips and, depending OR the Iocation of the interaction 
points, the same electrode m be wed for measuring collected or induced-onty charges. For ~xmpie,  for tke pixel 
geometry, the sig112aE h n a  the collecting pixel be cnsrrected by subwring the induced comwnmt interpolated rasifmg 

the induced sigi~als masured fbom sdjacent pixels. For strips, the induced charge Q : ~  on a collecting strip "'i" can be 

detemined by reading signals Qr-?, Q!,, , Qz-2, Q,, , anb so on fiom two or more pairs of the adjacent ones. Es the 

simplest case; a Einear intevola~on between two swoundirtg strips can be applied: 

Q , ' ~  = ~b:-, +Q,+,), 13) 
where P is rhe weight depending on the device's georneq. Generally, subtracting the induced charge requires a rather 
mmplicated logic to identie the collecting electrode and evaluate the output signals, However, it can be simplified by 
using only two eiatrodes, and choosing their pawms in sucb way to envdre &at tibe charges induced on both by the 
source-charge are eqtlal. Moreover, collidng md non-coliecting e'iectrodes can be pre-defined by applying a negative 
bias on the fatter electr~de! to generate m electric fiead tki steers electrons toward the eoliecting one. Then, the 
mtribution of the induced charge Q:; to the total sigtaal readout from the coHecting eiemode aiwys equals to the 

induced signal Q: measured from the non-collecting grid. Thus, the device's output signal, defined as the difference 

bemeen the signds2eaclHout from the colEectinp md m-collecting grids AcorA,,, equals the total collected charge Q:,! 
that, in turn, is proportional to the energy deposiesd by the Incident particle 

Luke f i If employed %is approach in his so-called coplanar-grid (CPG) detector in which two coplaw grids consisting 
of interconnected strips subtracted the effect of the holes. Following his design, other geometries of coplanar efectrsdes 
were proposed [12]. Applying the CPC design to large-volume CZT crystals led to robust detectors with high detection 
efiiciency and high energy resojution in a gamma-ray region. The magnitudes of energy resolution measured for 
diflerent types of copianar-grid detectors always were larger than h e  limits that could be explained fkom the Fano-faetor 
and efectroni~s noise; the best reported value was 1.2% at 662 keV 1131. Such discrepancies can be attributed to the 
inefficiency of electronic subtraction of the induced signal, and to the variations in the collected charge, both related to 

the grid &ips. L ofher words, in real devices the grids are not exactly symmetrical and the difference Q:: - Q:: is 

not negtigible. 
As an example, a* consider the most popular desie  of CPG detectors, employing copianar grids made of parallel 

strips, which several vendors offer. They generaiiy incorporate the so-called third generation of the coplanar grids f141, 
and d1 exhibit the same intrinsic non-uniformities dated using a onedimensional grid pattern. Therefore, the amplitude 
oftheir outgut signal (difference A,rA,,) slightfy depends on the relative positions of the interaction pints with respect 
to the nearest strip, and can be considered as local variations of the device's response. Although small, -1% at 662 keV, 
such variations observed in the responses of CPG devices (Fig. T) measured with collimated bems of X-rays and alpha 
particles [I 51, were attributed to different drift paths of the electron clouds and periodic lateral changes in the grid's 
weighting potentials hf6-l8]. These local variations of the output signal are superimposed on a sslowly changing function 
caused by deviations in the grid's sgmmetry near the device's edges, Severai generations d grid patterns were proposed 
to minimize fie latter dependence [i4], brrt less attention has been pajd to the former. - 



Fig. I ,  Variations of the CPG device's Pesgonse during the movement sf a eoliimated X-ray beam wross the sfrips [15]. 

The specific fkatures of the CPG device's pedomm-ce em be revealed by exploring the conelation bemeen the 
mpfibudes of the output signals &om the collecting and non-collecting grids [18-191. For exmple, Fig. 2 show the 
corretation measwed for a f5xlSx7,S mm3 CPG device equipped with the 'Wird-generation" [I43 grid gatterns 
comprised of 350-pm-wide strips git~hed at 700 pm. The cathode and non-collecting grid were biased at -hf)l)O and -58 
PI, wa~espondingiy. The dm measured witit and without the dZffFerendd bias applied between the grids is plotted in a 
Wo-mrdinate system: %,I vs. A,, and AcO~A,, vs. A,,+-A, (a 45-degree rotation of a coordinate system). The detector 
was f l d - i l f n m h  with gamma rays frarn a "376s sourn. 

The csrrel&ion plots hefp to rvs to uncfersmd the details of the performance of CPG devices f 18-19]. The 
distributions in Fig. 2 represent the superposition of several Iocd correlation plots, each associated with two adjacent 
strips. As described before, global variations of grids' responses are important only for interaction events near the edges, 
while the locd corre8aticm plots should be nearly identical. Severaj important features emerge fiom the wrrelation plots. 
The narrow continurn of dots (track) corresponding to Wl-energy deposition events follows a straight line. The 
Ctsrnpton edge is apparent in the distributions as an abrupt change in the density of the dots parallel to the distribution of 
totat mergy-depositim events. 

Fig. 2 clearly indicates that the tracks of the total energy absoxg,tion events (the dots) are slightly off from a 45- 
degree (in h e  A,& vs. A, coordinates) or 90-degree (in the A,&A,, vs. A,,rt-A,, coordinates) angle with respect to the 
verticaf axis, as wmld !x expected for an ideal device. This deviation reflects charge toss due to electron ttappmg. In the 
first approximation, the positions of the actual tracks follow the lines IACOraCAmi =QO or I (AcOrAf loJ+~~ACOI+An~I=Q0,  
where a is a numerial coefficient related to the electron mobility-lifetime product, and Qa is the energy of the gmma 
rays. The first condition justifies Luke et ai." proposed relative gain comwnsation techniques f20-221 to correct for the 
electron loss due to trapping. Using the charge conservation Haw A,,+A,,-A,,,h=O, where A,& is the amplitude of the 
cathode s i p d ,  the second condition can be re-written as l(A,rAfld+d,lCfiI=Q~&at justifies another correction 
kchrmique proposed by He et al. [22-231. 

Another notable feature in Fig. 2 is the broadening of the distributions of the totat energy-deposition events (tke 
dots) for interaction events taking place deep inside the detector. This is attributed to the asymmetrical grids' responses 
near the edges that shift energy deposition upward or downward, thereby symmetrical'ay broadening its track. Such 
events contribute to the long tails present on both sides of the photopeaks In the pulse-height spectra measured from the 
GPG detectors. Moreover, the width ofthe energy deposition's distribution above the threshold where it starts to broden 
cannot be entirely explained by electronic noise. Additional noise is genermd by the focal variations in the grids' signals 
caused by the Iwd dependences ofthe collected charge and the @ids weighting potentials as described above. 
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To reduw the energy resolution in CPO detectors below I%, the subtraction efficiency of the grids should be 
*improved, while, at the same time, mhimizing the variations of the collected charge caused by one-dimensional grids. 
For example* more symmwcd grids patterns with smlfer features can be mpIoyed; however, the latter may raise the 
grids' capacitmce too much and resdt in high electronic noise. The uniformity ofthe respunsc OE current generations of 
the cop8anat-@ds near their edges can be bettered by adding m ex- noma-collecting strip, so &at every collecting strip 
will fie between hvo non-mileding strips. Furtherf two non-cdleding grids might be placed in such a way ghat each 
mflecting strip is enclosed between two nm-collecting strips Trom different grids; then, the signal frOm the two nm- 
widlleting grids must tx; added together. In addition, these strips can be used to correct local- a ~ d  giobaf-variations in the 
&vim's response. We note that boundary conditions can significantiy modify a device's response near its edges; any 
elemodes placed mar or around the detector will help tc~ reduce the device's shielding/sub@Wing inefficiency, and thus 
improve its performance. Another approach would be to use the pixel pattern wherein contacts are connected via their 
diagonal corners to form two coplanar grids, so &hat the &ternding grid pattern s p a d s  in two diresticms. We we 
currently investimting these approaches to improve the pePfomance of a CPG detector. 

4. ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING OF THE EFFECT OF THE HOLIES: 
P I m L  AND VIRTUAL FRISCM-GRHD DETECTORS 

Frisch I241 originally suggested efectrostaticaiiy shielding the eiectron-cdlecting electrode firom the effect of 
positive ions for gas-ionization chambers. In the classic version of the chamber a metal grid, called the Frisch-grid, ties 
inside the sensitive volume of the detector. However, Sf the conduaing electrodes are placed outside the sensitive 
volume, they also have the same shielding effect as if a fed Frisch-grid were installed inside the detector. Therefore, 
such devices ate termed "vimaf" Frisch-grid detectors. Previously, such designs were proposed for gas-ionization 
c h m k s  md more recently for C2T and other compound semiconductor detectors. such as ~ ~ P t > t u r e ~  [25], 
hemispherical [26f, Frisch-ring [27-281, and pixel I291 detectors. 

Pixel detectors Irepresent the most advantageous way to utilize &I the benefits offered by CZT a e r i a l :  excellent 
energy resol~lftion, sub-millimeter spatid resolution (the most desired attributes of CZT detectors): high stopping power. 
md the ability ~a correct material non-unifomiries md eleett-OR trapping. 

b pixel detectors, the charge i n d u d  on ,n particular pixel by the uncollected holes is shielded by other pixels. In the 
first approximation, the i n d u d  charge per pixel decreases proprtionally to the tot& number of pixels sa 8fhdiEtg very 
effective elecwosaaic shielding of every pixel; this is called the s m d  pixel effect [E29]. Because of she bwo4imensbonal 



periodic pattern and small sizes of the pixels, the hduction region in pixel detectors can be very narrow. al3awing the 
entire volume ofthe crystal to be utilized. 

Let us consider the commercial ]@xi &I0 mm3 4x4 pixel dek~tor with a pixel size of 2.Sx2.5 mm2 available fkom 
eV Prodtlcts, Inc. The detector has relagvefy large pixels, which make it m e r  to see the shielding inefficiency associated 
with pixel designs. Fig. 3 illustrates this device's pedomrana, showing the dlserih~on of the signal mpZitudes' redoett 
f90a a ~WIGUIS pixel versus drift time. The driA time provides inhmraion on tPIe interaction depth far shgie 
Intsmction point elreas &at constitute the majority of events measured by a sma!f-aea pixel. As seen. the dots 
representing the to&! energy deposition evem m concentrated dong %he curve &at bends towad low ampfinrdes in the 
indudioae region cor~espondkg to events in&mting close to the mock side. The curve is aimst fiat En the drifi regio~ 
indicating s. wmIy perfst corni~ensaeon fix the inefficiency of shieldinrg that this p&cular pixel pmem provides by 
trapping ekwons. kn contrast, tk distribu~on af the negative amplitudes i n d u d  by the holes when the electrons are 
collected Fry other pixels has a positive sbpe, which i1Xustrates Lhe effects of shielding inefficiency. 

Fig. 3. Distribution of&e amplitudes of the signaIs read out from a representative pixel versus the drift times measured for a 1 OxlOxlO 
mm3 4x4 pixel detector. 

For the detector used in this example, the interning events in the induction region (ciose to the mode) cause 
asynnrnetricd widening aPId Iaw-eplergy tailing of the peaks in the pulse-height spectra. Nevertheless, the pixel's 
gwmbry offers several ways to correct this. The simplest is to use smallet pixels, which will improve the shielding 
eficienq~ and reduce the induction region. Another way is to s;ltlmct the unwanted extra charge induced on the pixel, 
due to inefficient shielding, by the amplitudes of readout from the signals from adjacent pixels. But perhaps the most 
eEective approach is to qply an inkracthn-depth-sensing technique to measure lbe z-coordinates of the interaction 
points. This method enables the pixef detectors to operate in a time projection chamber (TPC) mode, which is the most 
effective way to sinnultmeo~lsly correct ail three effects: the inefficiency sf shielding, electron trapping, and the 
variations ofthe collected charge dux: to some material non-unifomities 30 . Employing this approach, Zhang et al [3 11 ! achieved an energy resolution of 4% at 462 keV in large, 15x15~10 mm , CZT pixel detectors. 

4.2. Virtual Frisch-grid detectors based an bar-&aped crystals 

Recently$ the virtual Frisch-grid devices that utilize bar-shaped crystals have was proposed by MeGregor and 
Rojeski [27] and Mon~mon't et al. [28] and named, respectively, Ftisch-ring and Capacitive Frisch-grid detectors. The 
rectangular (or bar-shape) geometry of these devices, typically 5x5 mm2 with thickness up to 20 mm, offer several 
benefits, viz. low cost, easy t~ produce, and high stopping power, vk.;lich makes them very attractive Pisr position- 
sensitive CZT arrays. 

En contrast ~ ~ ~ t u r e ~ "  or hemisphe:~cal detectors in which the cathode electrode extends up the sides of the 
detec2or body, the Frisch-ring devices use a shielding electrode that is physicaily separated firam the semicandtocwr's 
s d a c e s  by a Shin layer of insulating material. This electrode, the m@in fe8Pdre ofthe devices that McGregor arad Rojeski 
1271 termed non-conacting Frisck-ring distinguishes &ern from ~LiPt laae~~ and hemispkricaf-Fw devices. In the 
simplest practical realization of this device E321, the nonantacted electrode also wips an extension ofthe cathode. 



The shapes of the si@s generated on the mode of the Frisch-ring device we similar to those prsdtmrl in pixel 
detectors. Accordingly, the FrisclrArng device can be considered as a singEe segment of the pixel detector. Kargar d al. 
[33] a d  Bdoaikov et d. f341 investigated the optimal geometry md perfoman= limits ofthe Frisch-ring design. They 
found theoreticafly, and confirmed exwrimenMly, hat such devices with geometricaf aspect ratios (the width-to- 
thickness ratio) of 4 . 5  ptenoially can attain an energy resoEutHm of <I% FWHM at 662 kc!! and the pe&-b-Conaptm 
ratio of -5. Fuaemore, surfa~e preparation and shielding were very critic& -For ~ssftrrifpg the best perk'omence, Provided 
&& they properly detlilf witb, GEe device's p e r f o m =  is limited only by el$&-OD trapping. Fig. 4 depicts the 
sirnu9;lred Eaterid vwiat i s  of the responses of a 5x5~84  mm3 Frisch-ring device for events interacting at three distmms, 
2"; 4-, md 7-mm h v e  the anode. We show only one qumter of the device: the bgiaanixag sf the coordinate system is 
lwated at the device's center. In ow ca!culta~arxs, w.e took into account m maat weighing potentid md the electran loss 
due to wappiiilg @I=H od cm2/V). 

Fig. 4. L a t d  variations ofthe 5x5~14  mms Friscfi-ring detector's response cd~ulated for events interacting at fa) 7 nun, (b) 4 mm, 
and, (c)  2 mrn above the mode. The coordinate system is tocared in the oerter of the detector. Only a qumer of the device is shown, 
and the x- and y-axis represent distances, in mm, from the device's cater. 

As seen, the device's response at -5 rnm above the anode varies slightiy due to electron trapping. Befaw this level, 
both the lateral- and depth-variations of the weighing potential are significaat, meaning that a substantial part of the 
device3 svglume is wasted. This fact dso is reflected in the amplitude versus drift-time distributions measured and 
simulated for the device witb the sme geornm (Fig. 5).  The cathode bias was 1808 V. To make the simulated 
distribution and the measured one compwle; we adjusted the p~-product (2.5~102 cm2Af) and assurned a linearly 
decaying electric field inside the detector (a reduction in field-Geld serength of -25%). 



Fig 5.  Amplitude: versus drift-time distribution maswed (a) md sirnula& (b) for the S d x l 4  m 3  Frisch-ring detector. The wtbade 
bias is 1800 V .  To make the simulated distribution and the m e m d  one compable, we adjusted the: pr-prduct (2.5xl0." ~rn'lI\b) 
and assumed a lin@arly decaying alwmc Geld inside the detector {a reduction in electric 5dd  strength of -25%). 

Zn generaf, the tOaseretical curve reproduces the sbpe  of the measwed distkbuiiq. However, there atre some 
discrepmcies. Firs& the actual drift time is -30% longer than the calculated value based on ow assumption of a mifom 
electric field inside ffie erystd slab. Only by integrating the linear deerease in field strength from the cathode toward the 
mode were we able to accurately reproduce the measured e w e .  Semd,  the experimental diskribastion shows no events 
interning in the induEtion region close to device's surF&xs, suggesting &at for such events electron Qapping near the 
surface results in a comgtete loss of charge. The induction region in Frisch-ring detwtors extends up to -5 mm above the 
anode, and its Man of the total device's volume is substantially greater &an those in CPG md pixel detectors. This is 
a major drawback of current designs of the Frisch-ring deWtors && needs further improvement, 

We evduated the performance of the basic designs of CZT detectors from the viewpoint of the residual ef%ect of the 
mwllected holes in CZT detectors. 

Although a gred variety of the designs have been proposed for C'ZT and other semieonductor detectors operating in 
m efeetron-cotlection mode, they utilize only two ways for minimizing the effect of the unwllected holes; namely 
electrostaticatly shielding the collecting electrodes from the effect of the holes, or electronicdIy subbacting the charge 
signJs i n d u d  by the holes. In practice, it is impossible to completely shield (or subtract) the charge induced by the 
irnwllected holes uver the device's entire active volume. 

In s m  designs for CZT detectors, the variation of the output signah in the drift region can be corrected, while 
rejecting the intermtion events from the induction region, thus improving the device's performance. Furthermore, 
Buctuations of the output signals caused by smooth variations of the etec&un mbiliw-lifetime product can be corrected 
in desims that provide coordinate infomxation on the interaction points. 

The device's side surfaces play an Important role in CZT detectors. The drift-lines can be terminated by the side 
surfaces before reaching the collecting electrodes resulting in a toss of signal for interacting events neaf the edges. To 
avoid this effect the electrostatic potential on the s u d x e  should decrease more slowly than that in tile bulk; this will 
ensure that the %Id lines are focused towards the collecting electrodes. 

FinaZly, the efficiency of designs always depends on the boundary conditions. While other conducting electrodes 
can be placed near the side surfzes and the collecting electrodes, the conacting or non-contacting shielding eIectmdes 
must dways be sited on the device's side surfaces to improve the efftciency of shleldirmglsubtr~ction~ 
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